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rurers will not need to be urged to secure for themselves a l While we do not recommend persons of small means to keep 
favorable representation in these exhibitions. The Austra- their money about their person or hid in a stocking under the 
lian market Is an inviting one, and American goods have 

I 
bed to tempt thieves, there are a great many who do this, for 

been received there with signal favor. the reason they have lost confidence in all savings institu-
• , • , .. tions. . To this latter class of persons the new ten dollar in-

THE BICYCLE AS A PRACTICAL BOAD VElDCLE. terest-bearing certificates. now being issued by the United 
Now that the mterest in this means of locomotion is in- States Treasury, will be found equally safe and convenient 

creasing in this country, the question, Is the bicycle a prac- as gold or greenbacks for circulation, and interest on their 
tical road machine? is often asked, especially by those investment will be constantly accruing, therefore they are 
whose experience with the velocipede of 1869 fully demon- better to hoard than either silver or gold. 
strated the impracticability of that article for such a pur- These notes are convertible with accrued interest at 4: per 
pose. In relation to the subject, a correspondent sends us cent per annum into 4 per cent bonds of the United States, 
the following: issued under acts of July 14, 1870, and January 20, 1871, upon 

On January 7 last, the writer purchased a bicycle with 52 presentation at the office of the Treasurer, Washington, D. 
inch driving wheel; weight of machine,44 lb. Since that C., in sums of $50 or multiples thereof. 
date, for a period of eleven weeks, I have ridden it 3IJO miles The certificates are a little shorter and somewhat wider 
over tbe common roads of this section (Essex county, N. J.), than legal tender notes. which they otherwise resemble. A 
riding 26 days, and ranging from 20 minutes to 3 hours' rid- vignette of Benjamin Franklin is in one comer of the face 
ing time per day. The speed has varied from 6 to 17 miles side, with the figures and word ten in the other corner. Tbey 
per hour, and I have ridden without difficulty through slush, are dated April 1, 1879, and certify that the sum of $10 has 
mud, and snow, and over ice, frozen ruts, and cobble stone been deposited with the Treasurer of the United States under 
pavement. All ordinary hills have been ascended with com- act of February 26, 1879; this certification bears the signatures 
parative ease; extraordinary ones, peculiar to mountainous of the Treasurer and the Register, and the Treasury seal. 
regions, it has not been my fortune to essay. The fatigue On the back of the certificate are the words" ten dollars," 
occasioned�by IL long or swift run is surprisingly slight and and the following: .. Interest on this note wi1l accrue as fol
transient. No stiffness or soreness follows the effort. lows: For'll.8ch 9 days, or 1-10 of a quarter, 1 cent; for each 

A few days ago your correspondent took a 16 mile run quarter year; Ilfcents; �or each entire year, to cents." 
over roads and under circumstances which afforded a good .... I .. 

test as to the utility of the machine. Starting at 5 P.M., a TBE A1nLIlIE COLOBS. 
stiff hill was ridden down at a walking pace by "back- Take a little of any of the brighter aniline colors on the 
pedaling," a curve at its base rendering it unwise to fiy it. point ofa knife and sprinkle it on the surface of still clear 
Three miles of lumpy, macadam road, very much out of re- water in a transparent vessel. Immediately lines of color 
paIr, was succeeded by a better one, connecting with a com- will curve downward through the water, intemecting and 
mon dirt road, which was slowly recovering from the effects blending till the whole vessel assumes the brilliant tint. Oc
of the winter season. This extended nearly two miles, and casionally a little mass, more abrupt in its movements than 
was ridden over slowly,lut without trouble. Turning to the rest, will strike directly downward, but before it goes far 
the left, up the knubbly Montclair turnpike, I found the it will divide and sub-divide and form an inverted tree of 
wind strong against me, so getting well over the handles, I color in the liquid. Having reached the bottom it will some
climbed slowly for two miles to Montclair. Here I turned times start upward, as though it had accomplished its mis
and ran down, making the two miles in 7 minutes. The sion and had no time to spare on its return. Often a mass of 
final run home of six miles, including the muddy dirt road, colored liquid will take the form of the smoke rings of a 10-
occupied 30 minutes. No fatigue was felt after this run- comotive, and sometimes two of these rings will chase each 
the exercise manifested itself only in an amazing appetite. other downward, the one in advance opening and allowing 

• •• -.- f IS THE KooN INHABITED 1 the other to pass through, which in turn waits or its com-
rade, and so on till they are destroyed by frequent collisions. 
Some of the colors are very different when seen by refiected 
and transmitted light, and the blending of the two when the 
vessel is placed in different positions with regard to t·he sun
light is very beautiful. 

The question as to whether the moon is inhabited by or
ganic beings-if not like those that live on our own globe, 
at least of a kind specially adapted by their structure and 
nature for existing under the very different physical condi
tions that obtain on our satellite-is one that has attracted 
attention for ages, and one, too, that has been argued pro 
and con with great ability by many learned and eminent 
men. The opinion of nearly all scientists of the present day, 
however, is that the moon is a .. dead planet;" and that, in
asmuch as she has but a slight and very rare atmosphere, 
I\nd that, as a consequence, no water exists on her surface, 
she is entirely unfitled to be the dwelling place of any or
ganic beings whatever-at least of any kinds that our minds 
can form any conception of. On the other hand, those who 
take the opposite view argue (to use the words of Dick) that 
"matter appears to have been created chiefiy in subserviency 
to mind; and it is highly improbable that the Creator would 
leave a globe containing a surface of 15,000,000 square miles 
altogether destitute of sensitive and intellectual beings, espe
cially when we behold its surface diversified and adorned 
with such a vast assemblage of picturesque and sublime 
scenery, and when we consider that every department con
nected with our globe is peopled with sentient beings of every 
description. Although seas and rivers and a dense atmo
sphere arc not to be found connected with the lunar orb, and 
although some of its arrangements are different from those 
of the earth, yet these circumstances form no valid objec
tion to the moon being inhabited, for the Creator can in all 
cases adapt the inhabitant to the nature of the habitation 
provided for him, as he has adapted the birds for winging 
their filght through the air, the fishes for gliding in the 
water, and man and quadrupeds for traveling the dry land." 

Among the noted scientists of the present day who hold 
this opinion, but who found it on the latest discoveries of 
science rather than on the wisdom of the Creator, is the cele
brated French astronomer, M. Camille Flammarion, who is 
at present organizing a subscription for the purpose of found
ing at Paris a free observatory created by private means. M. 
Flammarion not only believes that the moon is inhabited, 
but he believes that it will be possible to construct a tele
scope of such power as to bring the lunar orb so near our 
eyes that the question may be practically settled. In con
nection with this project he has recently written a long and 
interesting article entitled "Is the Moon Inhabited?" in 
which he ably reviews all the facts bearing on the subject. 
This article, which we have translated from one of our 
French exchanges, will be found in ScIENTIFIC AKEmCAB 
SUPPLEMENT No. 170. 

• II ... 

INTEREBT-BEABIlIfG NOTEB. 
By the failure of S()o many savings banks and trust com

panies throughout the country a great many persons have 
not only suffered severe losses, but a large number have been 
greatly distressed by the loss of all their accumulations, at a 
time, too, when they most needed them. Not only those 
who were unfortunate in having their money in these weak 
inRtitutions have been sorely troubled, but depositors in solid 
companies naturally become apprehensive for the safety of 
their savings and withdraw their deposits, 

What are these aniline colors, and whence are they pro
cured? 

It is surprising what a mine of wealth has been found in 
the refuse matter of our gas works. The bituminous coal, 
which is there heated in great retorts, yields much that can 
be utilized besides the gas upon which our cities are so de
pendent. Upon the retorts, as a crust, gas carbon is formed; 
this is a good conductor of heat and electricity, and supplies 
the carbon cylinders or plates used in several galvanic bat
teries, and also the poles for the electric light. Most of the 
devices for electric lighting require this product of the old 
system for their successful operation. The interesting scien
tific toy, the microphone, which renders audible the tramp 
of a fiy, the rustling of the softest brush, the noises of insects 
far too faint to be distinguished by the unaided ear, uses the 
conducting power of gas carbon as a necessary agency. Cer
tain vapors pass from the retorts and condense in the colder 
tubes. From some of these almost all the ammonia salts, so 
indispensable to the chemist and various manufacturers, are 
procured. The nitrogen of the vegetables of the old carbon
iferous age, now for the first time released from its long im
prisonment in the coal, comes to us in the form of these am
moniacal liquors. Another liquid thus condensed is coal tar, 
while in the retort, after the volatile ingredients have been 
expelled, remains a hard material resembling anthracite coal, 
and which is useful for the same purposes as that article
coke" 

We will take the coal tar and trace out some of the pro
ducts which may be derived from it. No less than forty 
different materials have been extracted from this unpromis
ing-looking article by the art and skill of chemists. When 
subjected to distillation it is separated into various substances, 
which are more or less volatile. By raising its temperature 
gradually, and collecting in different receivers the compounds 
that pass off, these may be obtained distinct from each other 
in tolerable purity. At about the temperature of boiling 
water, benzol, or benzine, distills. The use of this for dis
solving grease is well known. As the temperature is raised 
there pass off in succession toluol, phenol, naphthalene, 
anthracene, increasing in weight and solidity, the last being 
a heavy greenish oil. In the retort is left pitch, which is ex
tensively used in the construction of pavements. The benzol, 
when subjected to the action of strong nitric acid, forms nitro
benzol, the artificial oil of bitter almonds, which under the 
name of myrbane is an article of perfumery. By the action 
of hydrogen this nitro-benzol is converted into aniline. The 
second product of the distillation of coal tar, toluol, may be 
passed through a similar operation, the resulting product be
ing toluidine. 

We have now arrive'd at the basis of our aniline colors. 
From the thick black grimy coal tar are produced the bright
est and most beautiful colors which art can show. The most 
gorgeous dyes, rivaling in beauty the tints of the rainbow or 
of the sunset clouds, are the coal tar colors. Surely, never 
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was a stranger transformation; no substance could be found 
which at first sight would be accounted more utterly devoid 
of heauty than gas tar, and no stronger contrast could be seen 
than a bottle of it side by side with a transparent brilliant 
solution of aniline red, green, or violet. Many inks, both 
black and colored, are nothing but some of the products of 
aniline or its allied substances, dissolved in alcohol or water, 
and the brightly dyed ribbons of our streets are made beau
tiful, but often not permanently so, by the action of these 
marvelous coal tar colors. 

It would not be interesting, except to a scientific man, to 
go over the various chemical changes by which aniline and 
toluidine are converted into the various colors. A combina
tion of the two gives rosaniline , which is a kind of starting 
point in the manufacture. From this base, by the action of 
various acids, many of the colors are derived, while some are 
obtained from phenol and the other original products of coal 
tar distillation, though all are popularly but incorrectly 
known as aniline colors. 

In the laboratory of the' chemist the methods have 
been evolved and the products first obtained. Kept for a 
long time as a mere curiosity, their value as dyes was finally 
made known, practical men secured the secret of their man
ufacture, and vast industries, principally abroad, aggregating 
millions of dollars of capital, have sprung up. It is one of 
the many cases where the man of science, not for any mer
cenary purpose, but impelled by the love of investigation and 
discovery, has been a great material benefactor. Without 
his researches the grimy coal tar would have been grimy coal 
tar still, useful to paint fences, to preserve wood, and a 
few other minor purposes, but not suspected to be so rich a 
mine of wealth and beauty. One of the most brilliant dis
coveries of science in this line has been ;,he artificial produc
tion of the coloring matter of madder. The dyeing quality of 
madder has been known for at least 2,000 years, and raising 
the plant and preparing the roots have been important induR
tries in Zealand and many tropical countries. But recently 
two German chemists, working upon the known analysis of 
alizarine, a coloring principle of madder, have built up the 
substance itself, using as a base anthracene, one of the re
sults of the distillation of coal tar. The artificialalizarinedif
fers in no respect, chemical or physical, from the natural, pos
sesses the same coloring properties, and its use has to some 
extent diminished the demand for the cultivation of madder . 
By what chemical process the plant, in nature's laboratory, 
forms its coloring principle we do not know; but we can 
trace every step of its formation from coal tar, and alizarine 
must henceforth stand side by side with safranine and the 
other so-called aniline colors. 

It was about 30 years ago that Unterdorben separated from 
indigo a substance which he called crystalline, which after
ward became known as aniline, from the Portuguese anil
indigo. U ntH within 20 years it was deemed an unimportant 
substance, indigo being itself too costly to support any exten
sive manufacture; but since it has also been found in coal tar 
a continued succession of coloring products has been drawn 
from this apparently inexhaUBtible source; one of the latest 
of these has been uranine, a beautiful green fluorescent dye. 

The aniline colors are not permanent. We have heard of 
the labels of bpxes which were marked with aniline Inks be
coming entirely white, no vestige of a letter remaining, upon 
exposure to the sunshine in the transit, to the manifest incon
venience of the expressman. The writer having occasion to 
use some charts, made them partly with ordinary black ink 
and partly with crimson. In course of time the crimson 
faded away, leaving the black characters rather meaningless 
by themselves; and this in a position where no direct sun 
rays ever reached. 

Some of them are, however, much more permanent than 
otheTl!, and for purposes which do not involve great expos
ure or rough usage they answer very well, while their bright
ness gives the dyer a power he cannot possess with the fast 
colors. Magenta, mauve, solferino, roseine, Tyrian purple, 
picric acid, and many others, enable him to add immensely 
not only to the brilliancy but to the variety of his shades. 

The extensive employment of these colors in many articles 
of ordinary use has led to numerous experiments on their 
physiological effects on the human system. Pure aniline is 
a strong poison in the stomach, and both aniline and nitro
benzol, when taken into the lungs in a state of vapor, are very 
injurious. Numerous instances of serious impairment of the 
health of workmen employlld in aniline factories are on re
cord. In one case a workman broke a carboy of the liquid, 
and in wiping it up respired a large amount of the vapor; in 
a few hours his face and !Jody assumed a leaden hue; his 
gums, eyes, and lips a bluish appearance from the formation 
of coloring matters in the blood, and the whole system was 
seriously deranged. Energetic treatment, however, saved 
his life. But the aniline colors, which are not pure aniline , 
are much less injurious. They adhere so closely to the dyed 
fabrics that there is no danger of their floating as dust in the 
air, as in the case of arsenical dyes, and when pure are but 
slightly poisonous even when taken internally, though hurt
ful substances, like arsenic, lead, and mercury, are used in the 
manufacture, and may exist hl • greater or less degree in the 
colors themselves. 

���----�.�14.H'�."----------
AN ingenious apparatus, intended to reproduce telegraphi-

cally at a distance the pictures obtained in a camera obscun, 
has, says Galignani, recently been invented by M. Senlecq, 
of A.rdres. The principle on which it is based is the pro
perty possessed by selenium of presenting a very variable 
and very sensitive electrical resistance according to the dif
ferent 'gradations of light. 
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